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This is one of over forty stained glass panels created by
Mark Bratlie, Memory Cafe's gifted artist and poet. The
panels were created or paid for as memorial gifts by
family or friends, according to Jean, his wife. "Mark
considered this church (a Lutheran church in Staples,
MN) to be his "signature project", says Jean. "I
particularly like that the baby Jesus isn't "snow white" as
is usually depicted.

December Meeting Schedule
* Subject to change

Dec. 1st - 1:00 - 2:30pm - Community Service Project
- Fleece Blanket Giveaway. Representatives from
Jeremiah Program, YWCA Shelter, Down Home,
Churches United for Homeless, and Ronald
McDonald House will join us! We will also show off
the pottery Christmas ornaments we created with
the Katherine Kilbourne Center for Creativity.
Dec 15th - 1:00 - 2:30pm - Christmas organ music
concert with Michael Olson, First Lutheran Church.
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Merry Christmas Memory Cafe!
I was engaging in a bit of "retail therapy" at a local
boutique recently and noticed a greeting card near the
cash register. It said, "Thanks 2020, I'll see myself out the
door". I chuckled and thought, "Yep, 2020 has been quite
a year!" No one could have ever predicted this pandemic
would last so long and claim so many casualties, even for
us at Memory Cafe.
We are very proud of how well all of you coped with the
loneliness, anxiety, fear, uncertainty, painful transitions,
and even deaths of loved ones lost to Covid -19. We
remember and give thanks for the lives of Steve P, Larry
B., Barb A., and Lynn S. We acknowledge the upheaval of
this pandemic isn't over yet although the promising hope
of effective vaccines and treatments are on the
immediate horizon.
As we bid farewell to 2020 let's grieve appropriately but
also focus on gratitude, what we've learned, and the fun
we've had. We've experienced many moments of joy,
we've made new friends, even with a technology friend
named "Zoom"! We've learned to appreciate the simple
things in life such as the freedom of going out for lunch
with friends, visiting our loved ones whenever we want to,
or taking a long deep breath. We've been reminded how
fragile life is and to appreciate our friendships, family
members, and the beauty of the outdoors. We've been
inspired by the dedication of our public servants,
especially our medical care professionals. Above all we've
accepted the challenging "opportunity" to develop a
more flexible mindset which stretches us beyond what we
ever thought ourselves capable of.
One of my greatest blessings of 2020 has been the gift
of YOU, my Memory Cafe friends. Thank you for your
presence and support throughout the year. I'm looking
forward to sharing 2021 with you!
Warmly,
Deb
"A blessing of these years is to realize that our
memories of both the sad and the happy, the exciting and
the secure, the successes and the failures of life, are
meant to guide us down these last roads with confidence-the confidence that having negotiated the demands of
the past we may safely walk into the future. " Joan
Chittister The Gift of Years, Growing Older Gracefully.

Merry
Christmas!

The Churches We Love : Bethel Church and Little Bethany Lutheran Church
Bethel Church
By Karen Beutler

Bethel church near the homestead farm I grew up on closed in
1994. I was deeply inspired to write this poem as a tribute
which was printed and read at the closing service. My children
and I attended the closing service along with the few remaining
members, their families and the community.
At the crossroads, on the prairie,
Stands an old familiar friend.
It’s been a landmark for the traveler,
A sanctuary to the end.
It was built amongst the farmsteads,
Overlooking fields of grain,
By new settlers from Norway
Who wished to worship in God’s name.
They built it on a firm foundation
Built to weather any storm
‘Twas built on faith and prayers and values
A new community did form.
Families came to Christmas programs
Listened to the church bells ring
While in English and Norwegian
Familiar hymns they did all sing.
They had communion at the altar
Wore Easter finery in the spring.
Had special meetings in the summer
To renew their faith in Him.
Confirmation, fall, church suppers,
Sunday school and Ladies aide
And the enjoyment of a visit
While eating food the women made.
Years have past with many changes
All have grown older or moved away
And so many of these loved ones
Have gone on, in heaven to stay.
Beside this church we’ve honored memories
With a flower and a stone
They’re those settlers and their families
Who made Bethel their church home.
Now we gather in this building
One last time to bid farewell
To this church upon the prairie
That has served its people well.
Its doors will close holding the memories
Of times past and long ago
But in our hearts and in our spirits
The seeds of faith in God will grow.

Little Bethany Lutheran Church
By Linda Bjornson Froslie and Steve Froslie
Little Bettania was established in 1886 by Norwegian
settlers. The site is located in what is known as Norwegian
Grove Township of Otter Tail county Minnesota. There
used to be a stable out front of the church for the horses or
mules.
Originally the church was built without a basement. One
summer a decision was made to dig the basement. It was
dug by hand!! A cement floor and walls and all the lumber
had to be carried down by manual labor.
Linda's family moved into the area about five miles west of
the church. They established a dairy farm. That was in
1957. Linda was baptized there but confirmed in Our
Saviors Luteran Church in Rothsay, MN. Sometime after the
circuit riding minister left, Little Bethany partnered with Our
Saviors for pastoral service. It's been a joint agreement all
these years, we're not sure how many.
The church is not as active anymore with young farmer
families and children to teach the Word to. We have not
had a Sunday school for maybe 15 years and most
everyone except three families are at or about retirement
age. We are averaging fifteen per worship service and still
going. Nobody is talking about closing the doors.
We have a beautiful cemetery that we maintain. Many folks
stop by every summer to take pictures of it. It was
expanded maybe 25 years ago for those who want to
"come home".
Little Bethany has been our church since 1977 when we
moved back to the area about 3.5 miles west. It has been
the place where our three boys grew up, were baptized and
confirmed.

Building Skills and Community

Volunteer Spotlight
Dan and Puffi Cushing
Dan & Puffi Cushing have
volunteered with Deb Kaul since the
beginning of Memory Café.
Both Dan and Puffi have experience
as caregivers of family members with
dementia. Puffi’s mother and Dan's
father both had Alzheimer’s Disease prior to their passing
away in 2001 and 2003 and currently Puffi’s sister is a
resident of a nursing home in Minot with Frontotemporal
Dementia.
Both Dan and Puffi are retired and fill their time
volunteering in a number of ways. In addition to their work
with Memory Café, Dan is a Group Leader in Bible Study
Fellowship and is the leader of Encore, the 50 and above
fellowship at their church. Puffi also helps with the Encore
group in addition to helping with hospitality at the Tuesday
Morning Ladies Bible Study at their church.
Dan and Puffi have three children: a son and daughter-inlaw in Charlotte, NC; a son and one granddaughter in
Portland, OR; and a daughter in Fargo.
They both love working with Memory Café and getting to
know each of the people that attend. It has been difficult
going through this season of COVID-19 and not being able to
meet face to face and enjoy serving coffee and cookies.

Member Updates
Good news from Mary S! Her PET scan came back clear! She
is so grateful for everyone's thoughts and prayers. She asks
we continue praying for her radiation treatments that started
recently and her daughter Kelly's cancer treatments as well.
Bill P. asks for prayers for Marilyn. She is recovering from
Covid and is now receiving therapy to regain strength.

Member Milestone
50th Wedding anniversary!

Congratulations Steve and Linda on your
50th Wedding anniversary on December 18th!
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Observations on Aging:
You forget names.... But it's OK because other
people forgot they even knew you!!!
The things you used to care to do, you no longer
care to do, but you really do care that you don't care
to do them anymore.
You sleep better on a lounge chair with the TV
blaring than in bed. It's called "pre-sleep".
You miss the days when everything worked with just
an "ON" and "OFF" switch..
You tend to use more 4 letter words ...
"what?"..."when?"... "what?" . ???
Your kids are becoming you!
What used to be freckles are now liver spots.
Everybody whispers.
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Let us know if you'd like to opt out of our
newsletter or if you know anyone who would
like to receive it!

Building Skills and Community
On Nov. 3rd we reviewed the Dementia Concept by Joshua J. Freitas. We agreed that the book is
interesting and an important resource for us. We are very thankful for Dr. Ted, Karen, and Jean who did
such a fine job leading our discussion! Here are a few highlights:

Dr. Ted Kleiman - "Understand"
There are many types of dementia
with varying symptoms.
Goal: To achieve a high quality of
life today. Be encouraging, watch
your tone of voice, be soothing.
Treat each person with respect as a
unique individual.
People with dementia CAN learn
and create new memories.
Neuroplasticity is possible. It takes
30-35 times to create a new habit.
Empower your loved one to do as
much as possible on their own discourage learned dependence.
Focus on the person's remaining
strengths and abilities, not areas of
weakness.
Non-pharmacologic interventions
such as yoga, music, exercise can
be effective.

Karen Beutler - "Connect"
Good communication is essential
throughout disease process.
Be aware of where your loved one
is at in the disease process - can
vary day to day.
When approaching someone with
dementia approach slowly, smile,
be mindful of your body language
and facial expressions, be gentle.
Use compliments, not questions.
Humor always helps.
When communicating allow time
for silence - up to 30 seconds.
Always offer choices.
Model the behavior you are
looking for.
YouTube videos of Teepa Snow
are very helpful.
Mindfulness is extremely useful for
everyone and has a ripple effect.

Jean Anderson - "Engage"
Maintaining an attitude of
gratitude is always helpful.
"Color is a big but quiet power in
our lives." Engaging with color
and using it intentionally is
powerful. For example, green
registers well with individuals
living with dementia.
"Forest Bathing", a Japanese
concept is uplifting, calming and
has a tranquilizing effect.
Prior to visiting a person living
with dementia develop a focus
for your visit - a song, poem, cup
of mocha, a walk, etc. This gives
you something pleasant to focus
upon each time you see each
other. .
Remember, "Even when we are
apart our hearts are together."

"These Mercies I See - Things We are Thankful For"
Nov. 17th Zoom Meeting
Living in the United States - The gifts we have here and the lives we live are so different from many other areas of
the world. We have so much to be thankful for when you consider all the suffering and hardships around the
world. Living here is totally amazing.
Going to the dentist and receiving immunizations - our health care is such a gift and we take it for granted.
Living in North Dakota is wonderful even with the snow and cold weather! We don't have hurricanes, repeated
floods, cyclones. "I'm happy to shovel some snow in order to live here."
Children, grandchildren, friends, good relationships within our family.
Our wonderful friends at Memory Cafe - "You've been our best friends during 2020!"
Relatively good health.
Family traditions - lefse, romegrot, memories of the farm and mom's wonderful cooking
Mom allowing us to use our biggest plates so we could take larger helpings of food!
Fighting with brothers to pull the turkey wishbone apart - it was a gooey, greasy fight!
Crispy turkey dressing oozing out of the turkey and fighting my siblings to get it first.
Baking powder biscuits with cinnamon and sugar.
Friends - telling stories, well okay, some of them fabrications with my buddies at Cajun Cafe every week.
Waking up to a warm house in the morning.
Early morning exercise and swimming sessions.
Practicing the habit of waking up by writing five blessings I experienced the previous day.
Learning how to accept and engage with our struggles.
Reciting "The Alphabet of Blessings".
Finding blessings from hardships and challenges.
Technology that allows us to maintain meaningful connections with our friends and family during the pandemic.
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Sacred Christmas Music Concert
With Michael Olson, organist
First Lutheran Church, Fargo

GREAT NEWS:
Our Driving
Safety for Seniors
is now available
on our Memory
Cafe website and
YouTube
channel!

For Our Health
Weighted Blankets
(wwwdailycaring.com)
Weighted blankets are especially helpful for people with dementia
and also great for anyone who has trouble sleeping, feels anxious, or
would just enjoy feeling more relaxed, maybe all of us!
Weighted blankets in dementia care may sound silly, but they’ve been
scientifically proven to relieve anxiety. The heaviness of the blanket
provides something called deep pressure therapy. When the body feels
the gentle pressure, it produces serotonin. That improves mood and
promotes calm. A 2008 study showed that weighted blankets were a
safe and effective therapy for decreasing anxiety.* These results were
later confirmed in a 2012 study that found weighted blankets
successfully decreased distress and visible signs of anxiety.**
The weight of the blanket depends on the size of the adult's weight
and physical condition. A typical blanket is about 15-20 pounds. The
standard guideline is the full size blanket should be about 10% of the
body weight plus 1 or 2 pounds. These blankets are also available as lap
robes. Certain health issues such as respiratory, circulatory, or
temperature regulation issues may make weighted blankets unsafe for
some people so ask your medical provider before using. It may also not
be safe if your older adult is in recovery from surgery.
These blankets are widely available locally or online. Some of them
conveniently attach to a wheelchair.
*https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1039856212459585
**https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1300/J004v24n01_05

Memory Cafe Participants Committed to
Community Service!

Reminding our participants they are valued
significant members of our community is an
important goal at Memory Cafe. Covid only
strengthened our resolve to achieve that
goal this year! As a result, FORTY FIVE tied
fleece blankets will be given to children
served by FIVE nonprofits this month! The
recipients are: The Ronald McDonald House
of Charity, Churches United for the
Homeless, Jeremiah Program, Down Home,
and The YWCA Shelter. Thank you Memory
Cafe for your commitment to bring joy and
comfort to these needy children again this
year. Thank you to our volunteers who also
helped out with this project in so many
valuable ways!
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Thank you Sandy's Donuts for sponsoring
Memory Cafe on November 24th! We are
VERY GRATEFUL for your support!! It was a
wonderful day!
Thanks to Jean Anderson for recommending the
website www.dailycaring.com. I found the site
very informative, user friendly and helpful. In
fact, I used content from it for this December
newsletter. Check it out!
QUOTE OF THE
DAY

"Don't let yesterday take up too much of today.
-- Will Rogers

I
Building Skills and Community
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We are very grateful that Kilbourne Group will sponsor
Memory Cafe again in 2021. Thank you!

Thank you Dr. Ristvedt for your on-going
support of Memory Cafe!
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Our Caring Catalog Campaign Has Begun

"
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Thank you so very much

The Caring Catalog is an online crowdfunding campaign sponsored by the FM Area Foundation. It
offers numerous opportunities to support important nonprofit organizations, including Memory Cafe
of the Red River Valley! All donations are tax-deductible, and 100% of your donation goes
directly to the organization--all credit card fees are waived by FM Area Foundation.

Fun December Incentives to WIN!!
BE SURE TO TAG FM AREA FOUNDATION OR USE HASHTAG #FMAreaCaringCatalog
Tuesday, Dec. 1st - GIVINGTUESDAY MATCH ($13,000) The FM Area Foundation will match the
first $13,000 in donations, up to $500 per donor, starting at 8am.
Wednesday, Dec. 2nd - WE NEED COFFEE ($500) - Answer the coffee -themed question on facebook
@fmareafoundation. The person with the right answer will win $500 to give to their favorite Caring Catalog
charity.
Friday, Dec. 4th - NATIONAL COOKIE DAY ($1000) - Share your favorite cookie recipe for a chance to win
$1000 to give to your favorite Caring Catalog charity.
Monday, Dec. 7th - FUNDAY MONDAY ($1000) - Give to your favorite charity in the catalog. For each
donation that organization receives, they will be entered into a drawing to win $1000!
Thursday, Dec. 10th - UGLY SWEATER CONTEST ($1000) - Post a photo wearing your ugliest sweater on
@fmareafoundation facebook or instagram. The winner will win $1000 to give to their favorite Caring Catalog
charity. Be sure to tag FM Area Foundation and use hashtag #FMAreaCaringCatalog
Monday, Dec. 14th - Give to a Caring Catalog charity. For each donation that organization receives, they'll
be entered into a drawing to receive $1000!
Monday, Dec. 14th - LOOKING FORWARD TO 2021 ($500) - Share what you are most looking forward
to about 2021 for a chance to win $500 for your Caring Catalog charity.
Visit areafoundation.org/caringcatalog
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION WITH US DURING THIS EXCITING CAMPAIGN!
THANK YOU FM AREA FOUNDATION FOR THIS TREMENDOUS OPPORTUNITY AND FOR YOUR INCREDIBLE
SUPPORT OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS IN THIS AREA!

Building Skills and Community
The Big List of Best Gifts for Seniors
www.dailycaring.com

Technology gifts

5 gifts that entertain and engage

1. From $200 ViewClix Smart Frame
These smart picture frames display digital photos in a 10-inch
screen size ($200) or 15-inch screen size ($300).
Both sizes have video calling with an auto-answer mode.
When auto-answer is set up, the older adult doesn’t need to
do anything to receive a video call. This is especially helpful
for making video calls to someone with dementia or who isn’t
able to physically answer a call.
2. From $90 Amazon Echo Show “Alexa” The Echo Show is
an Alexa personal assistant (like an Echo or Echo Dot) with a
video screen.
3. $50 Amazon Echo Dot “Alexa” (4th Generation) This
hands-free, voice-controlled device plays music, gives
weather reports, reads the news, answers questions, tells
jokes, checks sports scores, reads audiobooks, and more.
4. $100 Amazon Echo “Alexa” (4th Generation) The “big
sibling” to the Echo Dot, it does everything the Dot does, but
has premium speakers and can be moved around cord-free.
5. From $100 + service. GreatCall Lively Flip and Jitterbug
Smart2 mobile phones. These easy to use phones have large
screens, big buttons, 5Star Urgent Response, are hearing aid
compatible, and have additional safety features.
6. From $50 + service. GreatCall Lively mobile medical alert
device. Having 5Star Urgent Response on a mobile device
means older adults can get help anywhere, not just inside the
house. Plus, built-in fall detection sensors means it can
automatically call for help if your older adult falls.
7. From $14/month Celery 2-way computerless email
system. This low-tech system lets seniors keep in touch
through email without having to own or use a computer. They
don’t even need an internet connection.

1. Favorite songs and albums
2. Portable cassette/CD music player boombox
A simple portable boombox is a great way for your
older adult to enjoy music or news. These play
cassette tapes and have AM/FM radio too.
Pro tip: To simplify the controls, put colored
stickers on important buttons like Play and Stop
3. From $4 Beautiful coloring books These
coloring books have beautiful, frame-worthy
images and provide hours of relaxing fun.
4. Jigsaw puzzles Puzzles are a fun activity and a
great way to exercise the brain. Great options
available for those with cognitive or vision
challenges
5. Large-print or jumbo playing cards

Keepsake gifts celebrate special memories
1. Custom photo album. Showcase special photos or events
so your older adult can reminisce anytime.
2. Custom photo calendar. Help your older adult keep track
of days, months, and appointments while seeing smiling
family faces.
3. Custom photo blanket. Keep your older adult warm and
cozy with familiar faces all around. These photo blankets are
especially nice for people with Alzheimer’s or dementia.
4. Custom photo puzzle. Use family photos or pictures of
places with special meaning to create a fun puzzle your older
adult can enjoy over and over again.
5. Digital photo frames.

Holiday Stress Relieving Gifts Caregivers Can
Give to Themselves
1. Take time for yourself and remind yourself it is
NOT a waste of time.
2. Remind yourself of your priorities - you cannot
do it all.
3. Be kind to yourself during difficult family
interactions. Limit time with difficult people.
4. Take time to grieve if you are missing someone
who passed away this year. Consider setting a
place at the table, having a moment of silence,
or sharing favorite memories as a way to honor
them. If you’re feeling sad, remind yourself that
it’s completely natural and that you don’t have
to pretend to be cheerful. Give yourself
permission to feel your emotions as they are
and don’t feel obligated to participate in
activities if the emotions are too difficult.
5. Reflect on what you are grateful for each day.
Write them down.
6. Remember that the holidays will pass.
7. Try to understand why your are feeling
negative emotions. Do you have unrealistic
expectations for yourself or are you feeling
overwhelmed?
8. Find something to laugh about, humor helps!
9. Take a few minutes for meditation, deep
breathing, or music.
10. Lean on a close friend or find support online.
Be honest about what's going on in your life.

PO BOX 883
FARGO, ND
58107
701-404-6712
www.MemoryCafeRRV.org
hello@memorycaferrv.org

Remember to follow us on Facebook and Instagram. And be sure we have a current email address for you
or your loved one. Thank you!

